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Abstra t

Information retrieval systems have typi ally on entrated on retrieving a set of do uments whi h are relevant to a user's query. This paper des ribes a system that attempts to retrieve a mu h smaller se tion
of text, namely, a dire t answer to a user's question.
The SMART IR system is used to extra t a ranked
set of passages that are relevant to the query. Entities are extra ted from these passages as potential
answers to the question, and ranked for plausibility
a ording to how well their type mat hes the query,
and a ording to their frequen y and position in the
passages. The system was evaluated at the TREC-8
question answering tra k: we give results and error
analysis on these queries.
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swers, like On what date did the Fed raise interest
rates this year?

We des ribe a system that extra ts spe i answers from a do ument olle tion. The system's performan e was evaluated in the question-answering
tra k that has been introdu ed this year at the
TREC information-retrieval onferen e. The major
points of interest are the following.
 Comparison of the system's performan e to a

system that uses the same passage retrieval
omponent, but no natural language pro essing, shows that NLP provides signi ant performan e improvements on the question-answering
task.
 The system is designed to build on the strengths
of both IR and NLP te hnologies. This makes
for mu h more robustness than a pure NLP system would have, while a ording mu h greater
pre ision than a pure IR system would have.
 The task is broken into subtasks that admit of
independent development and evaluation. Passage retrieval and entity extra tion are both reognized independent tasks. Other subtasks are
entity lassi ation and query lassi ation|
both being lassi ation tasks that use features
obtained by parsing|and entity ranking.

Introdu tion

In this paper, we des ribe and evaluate a questionanswering system based on passage retrieval and
entity-extra tion te hnology.
There has long been a on ensus in the Information Retrieval (IR) ommunity that natural language
pro essing has little to o er for retrieval systems.
Plausibly, this is reditable to the preeminen e of ad
ho do ument retrieval as the task of interest in IR.
However, there is a growing re ognition of the limitations of ad ho retrieval, both in the sense that
urrent systems have rea hed the limit of a hievable
performan e, and in the sense that users' information needs are often not well hara terized by do ument retrieval.
In many ases, a user has a question with a spei answer, su h as What ity is it where the European Parliament meets? or Who dis overed Pluto?
In su h ases, ranked answers with links to supporting do umentation are mu h more useful than the
ranked list of do uments that standard retrieval engines produ e.
The ability to answer spe i questions also provides a foundation for addressing quantitative inquiries su h as How many times has the Fed raised
interest rates this year? whi h an be interpreted
as the ardinality of the set of answers to a spe i
question that happens to have multiple orre t an-

In the following se tion, we des ribe the questionanswering system, and in se tion 3, we quantify its
performan e and give an error analysis.
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The Question-Answering System

The system takes a natural-language query as input
and produ es a list of answers ranked in order of
on den e. The top ve answers were submitted to
the TREC evaluation.
Queries are pro essed in two stages. In the information retrieval stage, the most promising passages
of the most promising do uments are retrieved. In
the linguisti pro essing stage, potential answers are
extra ted from these passages and ranked.
The system an be divided into ve main omponents. The information retrieval stage onsists of a

single omponent, passage retrieval, and the linguisti pro essing stage ir ums ribes four omponents:
entity extra tion, entity lassi ation, query lassiation, and entity ranking.

Passage Retrieval Identify relevant do uments,

and within relevant do uments, identify the
passages most likely to ontain the answer to
the question.
Entity Extra tion Extra t a andidate set of possible answers from the passages.
Entity Classi ation The andidate set is a list of
entities falling into a number of ategories, inluding people, lo ations, organizations, quantities, dates, and linear measures. In some ases
(dates, quantities, linear measures), entity lassi ation is a side e e t of entity extra tion,
but in other ases (proper nouns, whi h may
be people, lo ations, or organizations), there is
a separate lassi ation step after extra tion.
Query Classi ation Determine what ategory of
entity the question is asking for. For example,
if the query is
Who is the author of the book, The
Iron Lady: A Biography of Margaret
That her?

2.2 Entity Extra tion

Entity extra tion is done using the Cass partial parser (Abney, 1996). From the Cass output, we take
dates, durations, linear measures, and quantities.
In addition, we onstru ted spe ialized ode for
extra ting proper names. The proper-name extra tor essentially lassi es apitalized words as intrinsially apitalized or not, where the alternatives to intrinsi apitalization are senten e-initial apitalization or apitalization in titles and headings. The
extra tor uses various heuristi s, in luding whether
the words under onsideration appear unambiguously apitalized elsewhere in the do ument.

2.3 Entity Classi ation

The following types of entities were extra ted as potential answers to queries.

Person, Lo ation, Organization, Other

the answer should be an entity of type Person.
Entity Ranking Assign s ores to entities, representing roughly belief that the entity is the orre t answer. There are two omponents of the
s ore. The most-signi ant bit is whether or
not the ategory of the entity (as determined
by entity lassi ation) mat hes the ategory
that the question is seeking (as determined by
query lassi ation). A ner-grained ranking is
imposed on entities with the orre t ategory,
through the use of frequen y and other information.
The following se tions des ribe these ve omponents in detail.

2.1 Passage Retrieval

The rst step is to nd passages likely to ontain the
answer to the query. We use a modi ed version of
the SMART information retrieval system (Bu kley
and Lewit, 1985; Salton, 1971) to re over a set of
do uments whi h are relevant to the question. We
de ne passages as overlapping sets onsisting of a
senten e and its two immediate neighbors. (Passages are in one-one orresponden e with with senten es, and adja ent passages have two senten es in
ommon.) The s ore for passage i was al ulated as

1
1
1
4 Si 1 + 2 Si + 4 Si+1

where Sj , the s ore for senten e j , is the sum of IDF
weights of non-stop terms that it shares with the
query, plus an additional bonus for pairs of words
(bigrams) that the senten e and query have in ommon.
The top 50 passages are passed on as input to
linguisti pro essing.

(1)

Proper names were lassi ed into these ategories using a lassi er built using the method
des ribed in (Collins and Singer, 1999).1 This
is the only pla e where entity lassi ation was
a tually done as a separate step from entity
extra tion.
Dates Four-digit numbers starting with 1... or
20.. were taken to be years. Cass was used to
extra t more omplex date expressions (su h as
Saturday, January 1st, 2000).
Quantities Quantities in lude bare numbers and
numeri expressions like The Three Stooges, 4
1/2 quarts, 27%. The head word of omplex numeri expressions was identi ed (stooges, quarts
or per ent); these entities ould then be later
identi ed as good answers to How many questions su h as How many stooges were there?
Durations, Linear Measures Durations and linear measures are essentially spe ial ases of
quantities, in whi h the head word is a time
unit or a unit of linear measure. Examples of
durations are three years, 6 1/2 hours. Examples of linear measures are 140 million miles,
about 12 feet.
We should note that this list does not exhaust the
spa e of useful ategories. Monetary amounts (e.g.,
1 The

lassi er makes a three way distin tion between

Person, Lo ation and Organization; names where the lassier makes no de ision were lassi ed as Other Named Entity.

$25 million) were added to the system shortly after
the Tre run, but other gaps in overage remain. We
dis uss this further in se tion 3.

2.4 Query Classi ation

This step involves pro essing the query to identify
the ategory of answer the user is seeking. We parse
the query, then use the following rules to determine
the ategory of the desired answer:





Who, Whom ! Person.
Where, When e, Whither ! Lo ation.
When ! Date.
How few, great, little, many, mu h !
Quantity. We also extra t the head word of
the How expression (e.g., stooges in how many
stooges) for later omparison to the head word
of andidate answers.



How long ! Duration or Linear Measure.
How tall, wide, high, big, far ! Linear

Measure.

Whi h or What typi ally appear
with a head noun that des ribes the ategory
of entity involved. These questions fall into two
formats: What X where X is the noun involved,
and What is the ... X. Here are a ouple of
examples:

 The wh-words

What ompany is the largest Japanese
ship builder?
What is the largest ity in Germany?

For these queries the head noun (e.g., ompaor ity) is extra ted, and a lexi on mapping nouns to ategories is used to identify the
ategory of the query. The lexi on was partly
hand-built (in luding some ommon ases su h
as number ! Quantity or year ! Date). A
large list of nouns indi ating Person, Lo ation
or Organization ategories was automati ally taken from the ontextual (appositive) ues
learned in the named entity lassi er des ribed
in (Collins and Singer, 1999).
 In queries ontaining no wh-word (e.g., Name
the largest ity in Germany ), the rst noun
phrase that is an immediate onstituent of the
matrix senten e is extra ted, and its head is
used to determine query ategory, as for What
X questions.
 Otherwise, the ategory is the wild ard Any.

ny

2.5 Entity Ranking

Entity s ores have two omponents. The rst, mostsigni ant, omponent is whether or not the entity's
ategory mat hes the query's ategory. (If the query
ategory is Any, all entities mat h it.)

In most ases, the mat hing is boolean: either an
entity has the orre t ategory or not. However,
there are a ouple of spe ial ases where ner distin tions are made. If a question is of the Date type, and
the query ontains one of the words day or month,
then \full" dates are ranked above years. Conversely, if the query ontains the word year, then years are
ranked above full dates. In How many X questions
(where X is a noun), quanti ed phrases whose head
noun is also X are ranked above bare numbers or
other quanti ed phrases: for example, in the query
How many lives were lost in the Lo kerbie air rash,
entities su h as 270 lives or almost 300 lives would
be ranked above entities su h as 200 pumpkins or
150.2
The se ond omponent of the entity s ore is based
on the frequen y and position of o urren es of a
given entity within the retrieved passages. Ea h o urren e of an entity in a top-ranked passage ounts
10 points, and ea h o urren e of an entity in any
other passage ounts 1 point. (\Top-ranked passage" means the passage or passages that re eived
the maximal s ore from the passage retrieval omponent.) This s ore omponent is used as a se ondary
sort key, to impose a ranking on entities that are not
distinguished by the rst s ore omponent.
In ounting o urren es of entities, it is ne essary
to de ide whether or not two o urren es are tokens of the same entity or di erent entities. To this
end, we do some normalization of entities. Dates
are mapped to the format year-month-day: that is,
last Tuesday, November 9, 1999 and 11/9/99 are
both mapped to the normal form 1999 Nov 9 before
frequen ies are ounted. Person names are aliased
based on the nal word they ontain. For example,
Ja kson and Mi hael Ja kson are both mapped to
the normal form Ja kson.3
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Evaluation

3.1 Results on the TREC-8 Evaluation

The system was evaluated in the TREC-8 questionanswering tra k. TREC provided 198 questions as a
blind test set: systems were required to provide ve
potential answers for ea h question, ranked in order of plausibility. The output from ea h system
was then s ored by hand by evaluators at NIST,
ea h answer being marked as either orre t or inorre t. The system's s ore on a parti ular question
is a fun tion of whether it got a orre t answer in the
ve ranked answers, with higher s ores for the answer appearing higher in the ranking. The system
re eives a s ore of 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, or 0, re2 Perhaps less desirably, people would not be re ognized
as a synonym of lives in this example: 200 people would be
indistinguishable from 200 pumpkins.
3 This does introdu e o asional errors, when two people
with the same last name appear in retrieved passages.

System
Entity
Passage 50
Passage 250

Mean
Ans Len
10.5 B
50 B
250 B

Answer
in Top 5
46%
38.9%
68%

Mean
S ore
0.356
0.261
0.545

Figure 1: Results on the TREC-8 Evaluation
spe tively, a ording as the orre t answer is ranked
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, or lower in the system output. The nal s ore for a system is al ulated as its
mean s ore on the 198 questions.
The TREC evaluation onsidered two questionanswering s enarios: one where answers were limited to be less than 250 bytes in length, the other
where the limit was 50 bytes. The output from the
passage retrieval omponent (se tion 2.1), with some
trimming of passages to ensure they were less than
250 bytes, was submitted to the 250 byte s enario.
The output of the full entity-based system was submitted to the 50 byte tra k. For omparison, we also
submitted the output of a 50-byte system based on
IR te hniques alone. In this system single-senten e
passages were retrieved as potential answers, their
s ore being al ulated using onventional IR methods. Some trimming of senten es so that they were
less than 50 bytes in length was performed.
Figure 1 shows results on the TREC-8 evaluation.
The 250-byte passage-based system found a orre t
answer somewhere in the top ve answers on 68% of
the questions, with a nal s ore of 0.545. The 50byte passage-based system found a orre t answer
on 38.9% of all questions, with an average s ore of
0.261. The redu tion in a ura y when moving from
the 250-byte limit to the 50-byte limit is expe ted,
be ause mu h higher pre ision is required; the 50byte limit allows mu h less extraneous material to
be in luded with the answer. The bene t of the
in luding less extraneous material is that the user
an interpret the output with mu h less e ort.
Our entity-based system found a orre t answer in
the top ve answers on 46% of the questions, with
a nal s ore of 0.356. The performan e is not as
good as that of the 250-byte passage-based system.
But when less extraneous material is permitted, the
entity-based system outperforms the passage-based
approa h. The a ura y of the entity-based system is signi antly better than that of the 50-byte
passage-based system, and it returns virtually no extraneous material, as re e ted in the average answer
length of only 10.5 bytes. The impli ation is that
NLP te hniques be ome in reasingly useful when
short answers are required.

3.2 Error Analysis of the Entity-Based
System
3.2.1 Ranking of Answers

As a rst point, we looked at the performan e of the
entity-based system, onsidering the queries where
the orre t answer was found somewhere in the top
5 answers (46% of the 198 questions). We found that
on these questions, the per entage of answers ranked
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 was 66%, 14%, 11%, 4%, and 4%
respe tively. This distribution is by no means uniform; it is lear that when the answer is somewhere
in the top ve, it is very likely to be ranked 1st or
2nd. The system's performan e is quite bimodal:
it either ompletely fails to get the answer, or else
re overs it with a high ranking.

3.2.2 A ura y on Di erent Categories

Figure 2 shows the distribution of question types
in the TREC-8 test set (\Per entage of Q's"), and
the performan e of the entity-based system by question type (\System A ura y"). We ategorized the
questions by hand, using the eight ategories des ribed in se tion 2.3, plus two ategories that essentially represent types that were not handled by
the system at the time of the TREC ompetition:
Monetary Amount and Mis ellaneous.
\System A ura y" means the per entage of questions for whi h the orre t answer was in the top ve
returned by the system. There is a sharp division in
the performan e on di erent question types. The
ategories Person, Lo ation, Date and Quantity
are handled fairly well, with the orre t answer appearing in the top ve 60% of the time. These four
ategories make up 67% of all questions. In ontrast,
the other question types, a ounting for 33% of the
questions, are handled with only 15% a ura y.
Unsurprisingly, the Mis ellaneous and Other
Named Entity ategories are problemati ; unfortunately, they are also rather frequent. Figure 3 shows
some examples of these queries. They in lude a large
tail of questions seeking other entity types (mountain ranges, growth rates, lms, et .) and questions
whose answer is not even an entity (e.g., \Why did
David Koresh ask the FBI for a word pro essor?")
For referen e, gure 4 gives an impression of the
sorts of questions that the system does well on ( orre t answer in top ve).

3.2.3 Errors by Component

Finally, we performed an analysis to gauge whi h
omponents represent performan e bottlene ks in
the urrent system. We examined system logs for
a 50-question sample, and made a judgment of what
aused the error, when there was an error. Figure 5
gives the breakdown. Ea h question was assigned to
exa tly one line of the table.
The largest body of errors, a ounting for 18% of
the questions, are those that are due to unhandled

Question
Who is the author of the book, The Iron Lady: A Biography of
Margaret That her?
What is the name of the managing dire tor of Apri ot Computer?
What ountry is the biggest produ er of tungsten?
Who was the rst Taiwanese President?
When did Nixon visit China?
How many alories are there in a Big Ma ?
What is the a ronym for the rating system for air onditioner eÆien y?

Rank
2

Output from System
Hugo Young

1
1
1

Dr Peter Horne
China
Taiwanese President Li
Teng hui
1972
562 alories
EER

1
4
1

Figure 4: A few TREC questions answered orre tly by the system.
Type
Person
Lo ation
Date
Quantity
TOTAL
Other Named Ent
Mis ellaneous
Linear Measure
Monetary Amt
Organization
Duration
TOTAL

Per ent
of Q's
28
18.5
11
9.5
67
14.5
8.5
3.5
3
2
1.5
33

System
A ura y
62.5
67.6
45.5
52.7
60
31
5.9
0
0
0
0
15

Figure 2: Performan e of the entity-based system on
di erent question types. \System A ura y" means
per ent of questions for whi h the orre t answer
was in the top ve returned by the system. \Good"
types are in the upper blo k, \Bad" types are in the
lower blo k.
What does the Peugeot ompany manufa ture?
Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word
pro essor?
What are the Valdez Prin iples?
What was the target rate for M3 growth in 1992?
What does El Nino mean in spanish?
Figure 3: Examples of \Other Named Entity" and
\Mis ellaneous" questions.
types, of whi h half are monetary amounts. (Questions with non-entity answers a ount for another
4%.) Another large blo k (16%) is due to the passage retrieval omponent: the orre t answer was
not present in the retrieved passages. The linguisti
omponents together a ount for the remaining 14%
of error, spread evenly among them.
The ases in whi h the orre t answer is in the top

Errors
Passage retrieval failed
Answer is not an entity
Answer of unhandled type: money
Answer of unhandled type: mis
Entity extra tion failed
Entity lassi ation failed
Query lassi ation failed
Entity ranking failed
Su esses
Answer at Rank 2-5
Answer at Rank 1
TOTAL

16%
4%
10%
8%
2%
4%
4%
4%
16%
32%
100%

Figure 5: Breakdown of questions by error type, in
parti ular, by omponent responsible. Numbers are
per ent of questions in a 50-question sample.
ve, but not at rank one, are almost all due to failures of entity ranking.4 Various fa tors ontributing
to misrankings are the heavy weighting assigned to
answers in the top-ranked passage, the failure to adjust frequen ies by \ omplexity" (e.g., it is signi ant if 22.5 million o urs several times, but not if 3
o urs several times), and the failure of the system
to onsider the linguisti ontext in whi h entities
appear.
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Con lusions and Future Work

We have des ribed a system that handles arbitrary questions, produ ing a andidate list of answers ranked by their plausibility. Evaluation on
the TREC question-answering tra k showed that the
orre t answer to queries appeared in the top ve answers 46% of the time, with a mean s ore of 0.356.
The average length of answers produ ed by the system was 10.5 bytes.
4 The

sole ex eption was a query mis lassi ation aused
by a parse failure|mira ulously, the orre t answer made it
to rank ve despite being of the \wrong" type.

There are several possible areas for future work.
There may be potential for improved performan e
through more sophisti ated use of NLP te hniques.
In parti ular, the synta ti ontext in whi h a parti ular entity appears may provide important information, but it is not urrently used by the system.
Another area of future work is to extend the
entity-extra tion omponent of the system to handle arbitrary types (mountain ranges, lms et .).
The error analysis in se tion 3.2.2 showed that these
question types ause parti ular diÆ ulties for the
system.
The system is largely hand-built. It is likely that
as more features are added a trainable statisti al or
ma hine learning approa h to the problem will beome in reasingly desirable. This entails developing
a training set of question-answer pairs, raising the
question of how a relatively large orpus of questions
an be gathered and annotated.
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